
Job  

Founded in 1987 and based in Ecublens/VD, Dietrich Engineering Consultants (Dec) is a 

leading company in the design and manufacture of powder handling and process 

containment equipment solutions for the chemical and pharmaceutical industry. Thanks to its 

expertise, Dec has experienced a strong international expansion and is active throughout the 

world through its subsidiaries in Europe, the United States, China and India. The group has 500 

employees around the world, of which 120 are employed in Switzerland.   

 

We are looking for a: 

 

Process/Product development engineer – 100% 
 

 

Your role 

 As Process/Product development engineer you’ll be in charge of the entire process from 

understanding customer requirements all the way through to a sellable product or an 

upgrade of products in the existing portfolio; 

 Deeply understand the technology and the features of the product area to which you 

are assigned; 

 Design new products, improve performance and functionality of existing ones and 

determinate the manufacturing requirements. This includes supplier relations; 

 Lead the tests and establish the technical document requirements during the product 

development; 

 Participate in ongoing projects as the specialist of the products you’re assigned to. 

 

Your profile 

 You hold an HES Bachelor degree in engineering or similar; 

 You are an advanced user of product design tools such as Inventor/Autocad as well as 

MS Office tools; 

 Good knowledge of manufacturing materials selection (stainless steel processing and 

welding are strong assets); 

 You have a dynamic personality with an innovative mindset; you are rich in initiatives and 

unconventional solutions; you enjoy sharing knowledge and working in a team; 

 You have a good level of spoken and written English. German would be an asset. 

 Not averse of manual work on devices and systems for constant product development.  

 

We offer 

A stable and versatile position in an international and dynamic working environment, 

continuous learning as well as good salary benefits. 

 
Entry into service: ASAP or upon agreement. 

 

Have we aroused your interest? Do not hesitate to send us your complete application file in 

full discretion by applying on the JobUP platform. 

 

Only service offers corresponding to the requested profile will be answered. 

 


